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To help create Sustainable Nations that support
the safety and economic development of their people,
minimizing the need for global migration.

CAUSE


Connecting the Economic and Political Dots of global migration we see that
wealthy individuals, corrupt governments, and corporations essentially
perpetuate Neo-Colonialism by weakening Democracy – creating dysfunctional
countries – in which they can continue to extract resources and exploit people.



These economic interests benefit through the smokescreen of conflict and
destabilization – creating dysfunctional political and social systems – in
Central America, Africa and the Middle-east, driving global migration.



Journalists need to investigate the economic power groups who benefit from
wars, civil wars, drug violence, and joblessness that drive global migration.



Local oligarchs and/or corporations benefit by resource extraction through
corrupt governments.



Wars become a strategy to disrupt development of Democracy to continue
extraction of resources and exploitation of people.

EFFECT


People in dysfunctional countries
seek to live in peace and find jobs
in more functional counties, the
way rural populations within
counties move to cities for
opportunities and better living
conditions.

SOLUTION


Long-term global sustainability depends on dysfunctional countries becoming
functional through developing Democracy.



Democracy is developed through strengthen the Four Pillars of Democracy:
Equity, Representation, Freedom and Justice – the guidelines that help govern
how democracy works – and building Democratic Institutions: Education, Free
Media, Free and Fair Elections, Courts, Entrepreneurship, Worker Owned
Cooperatives and Unions.



To stop the flow of dysfunctional nations’ populations, Centrists – who own 90%
of world wealth – need to help dysfunctional countries become functional and
strong Democracies.



To help dysfunctional nations become functional, Centrists, need to actively help
the Left and Right meet their needs.



The United Nations needs to be reorganized to do more to assist with ending
international wars and civil wars, prevent drug and gang violence, and create jobs
through economic sustainability of nations – thereby reducing the need to migrate
for safety and work.

